
Photographs/Renders in this brochure may depict fixtures, finishes and features not supplied by Eco Essence Homes. Accordingly Eco Essence Homes is a custom design
and build company and final build prices may vary depending on the final floor plan, fixtures, finishes and features selected by the client. Energy Efficiency rating is Subject
to orientation, fall of the land, surrounding dwellings and final finishes, materials and glazing package selected.
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info@ecoessencehomes.com.au

0755 200 720Eco Essence Homes

At Eco Essence Homes we understand that you
may want to tailor your home to suit your
needs with op�onal Eco Essence Homes extras
or custom design requirements.

Other Design Options
Discover how enjoyable your design and building
experience can be with Eco Essence Homes.
Contact us today to book in for your free design
and build consulta�on.

Build with Comfort

The Namotu

You would be forgiven for not immediately iden�fying the entrance to this contemporary home. The design
intent is purposefully decep�ve so that the garage and entrance doors smoothly integrate into the front façade
causing it to disappear from your immediate line of sight. The bold frontage to the street frames the passage
that has been set back to further disguise the entrance which unexpectedly leads you to an internal garden and
entry breezeway constructed of natural �mber. Spectacular raked ceilings support design flexibly and afford a
variety of family living op�ons. With minimal changes to the external structure of the home the plans can be
easily customized to accommodate a second level lo� suspended above half the house, overlooking the kitchen
and dining areas. The alfresco Deck immediately adjoins the lounge, dining and kitchen which combines the
indoor and outdoor living areas and maximizes the homes entertaining and living space. The footprint of the
home permits perfect symmetry to the front and rear eleva�ons and is one of the most important elements for
providing balance and comfort to the home.
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